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UNDECIDABILITY OF MODULE HOMOMORPHISMS
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(Communicated by Bhama Srinivasan)

ABSTRACT. For finitely additively generated torsion free modules and rings,

we show existence of module monomorphisms is decidable but of epimorphisms

is undecidable.

What structural problems in algebra are decidable? Grunewald and Segal [2]

have recently shown a wide variety of isomorphism problems are decidable by a

method of finding fundamental domains. (See [5, 6].) Matijasevic's negative solu-

tion to Hubert's tenth problem has many undecidability consequences for algebra.

Many problems in combinatorial group theory are undecidable.

A particularly simple class of problems in algebra because of their linearity,

are module problems. Here we show the monomorphism problem is decidable for

finitely additively generated torsion free modules, and the epimorphism problem is

undecidable. Remeslennikov proved for nilpotent groups the epimorphism problem

is undecidable.

Here our rings and modules are finitely additively generated unless otherwise

specified. They are specified by giving a basis and products of basis elements.

Additively they are torsion free. We consider (1) the monomorphism problem:

given a ring 9t, modules 9JI,91 can we find a monomorphism h: 9JÍ —♦ 9T?, and (2)

the epimorphism problem: can we find an epimorphism h: 9JI —> 91? By finding we

mean algorithmic solvability as with Hubert's problem.

Solvability of the isomorphism problem is contained in [2],

THEOREM l.   The monomorphism problem is decidable.

PROOF. Tensor Wl,91 with the real numbers R. Then a monomorphism is an

algebraic problem over the real numbers which can be decided because the first

order theory of the real numbers is decidable. We may take the determinant of a

suitable minor of a matrix to be 1.

Approximate this linear mapping by a (linear) module homomorphism 971® Q —*

91®:Q. A sufficiently close approximation has the minor with nonzero determinant.

Now multiply it by a number to make it integral.    D

THEOREM 2. The problem of, given a linear space (by additive generators) £

of matrices of nonnegative determinant over Z, of deciding whether M G £ with

det M = 1 is undecidable.  We may assume £ is a summand of Mn(Z) additively.
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PROOF. The class of Diophantine equations f(x\,... ,xn) = 1, where / is a

homogeneous polynomial, / > 0 is not decidable. Given any Diophantine equation

g over Z write it as (g + l)2 = 1. Replace all variables by sums and differences of

squares so that only even powers of all variables occur. Add an even positive power

of a variable t on each term on the left to make it homogeneous and divisible by t.

The result is equivalent to the original g = 0 since if we have a solution of / = 1

and f | 1 so f = ±1, r2 = 1. Conversely, t = 1 solves the new given a solution of g.

Now it suffices, given a homogeneous polynomial /, to construct a matrix whose

entries are linear combinations of z, and whose determinant is ft2m for some m.

Start with a 1 x 1 matrix [/]. We will expand this matrix so as to make the entries

linear.

To simplify sums into their monomials, we change

a + b

d
to

t       0
a    a + b

0       d
to

-t 0
b c

d     e

This introduces no new nonmonomial terms if a is a monomial, and multiplies

the determinant by t and elements in the same row have equal degree.

To simplify a product we change

t     a    0] I"   t      a    0"
to       0    ab    c       to        — bt    0    c

Ode Ode

ab
d

where a is a single variable z,.

This process converts all monomials to those of the form ±z¿ís, and not3, no G Z

and preserves homogeneity of rows. Determinants are multiplied by t.

When all monomials are converted, factor out a power of t from each row to

make the matrix linear. Now take a direct sum with copies of [t] to make the power

of t as desired, and to have at least one entry t. Since all ±z¿, t appear as entries,

we have a summand of Mn(Z).    G

Grunewald and Segal [2] proved a result related to the following

PROPOSITION 3. Let 91 = Mn(Z) act linearly on a sum of s copies of the

standard representation in each summand. The class of problems given a vector v

and subspace W does there exist a unit of 91 mapping v into W is undecidable for

some n, t.

PROOF. We may take Diophantine equations of fixed degree in a fixed number

of variables. This will give matrices of a given size in Theorem 2.

Take a space £ of matrices as in Theorem 2. Let 91 abstractly be Mn(Z) acting

by a sum of copies of the standard representation pi.

Represent £ as a solution set of equations Ylai]mij = 0 for integer Oij. Write

each as J^ vjMwj = 0, where w} = (0,0,..., 1,..., 0) with a 1 in place of j only,

and (vj)i = aX).

Now let v be the vector made up of all vectors Vj in the different factors. Let W

be the subspace such that in the set Wk of components corresponding to a given

equation,

Wk = i(«i,...,ur): ^UjWj =0J.
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Then in this set of components vM C W is equivalent to J2 a^mij = 0, i.e. M G £.

An element M of £ is a unit if and only if det M = ±1 if and only if det M = 1,

since det M > 0.    G

THEOREM 4. There exists a ringVK, additively spanned by a finite basis {l,i,},

where titj = 0 for all ti,tj such that, for finitely additively generated modules over

91, the epimorphism problem is undecidable.

PROOF. We show a dual monomorphism problem (for additively split monomor-

phisms) is undecidable. Let the module of Proposition 3 be V = 5Zi=i ^¿> acted on

by Mn(Z) where V¿ is rank n. Let Vn be isomorphic to V¿, let Zi be a copy of Z

with generator vo, W\ isomorphic to W.

As modules take V © Vo © Z\, V © Vo © Wi. Let generators í¿ of the ring act by

being zero on Zi,W\,V, and send Vo isomorphically to V¿. Then

t'itj  — tjjui — li   — U.

Let generators t0 be 0 on V © Vo, send v0 to v and Wi isomorphically to W. Let

the ring be spanned by 1 and £¿.

If a unit p of Mn(Z) sends v into W, define a module split monomorphism which

is p on Vo © V and from Zi to Wi be such that vo goes to i0"1(pt;).

Conversely, let a module split monomorphism exist. Then V = f|ker{í¿} is sent

to itself by some linear map. The subspace V © Vo = ker{io} is also preserved. The

map on V must agree with a map p on

V0©V

v

to itself for commutativity with í¿ to hold, t > 1. So on V we have action of a unit

p in Mn(Z). And this must send image to to itself so v goes into W.

Existence of an epimorphism on the dual Hom(Ä, Z) of a torsion free finitely

generated module is equivalent to existence of an additively split monomorphism

into R. It suffices to check this for Z modules, i.e. abelian groups. An epimorphism

of free abelian groups is additively split.    G

We remark that Theorem 4 is of interest for problems like Boyle, Marcus, Trow

[1, Theorem 3.2].
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